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2 DRILLS, 2 FILLING TOOLS, FINISHING EQUIPMENT, UNIVERSAL, HIGH-OUTPUT, FULLY 
AUTOMATIC BROOM AND BRUSH MANUFACTURING MACHINE.

The MOON is Borghi’s highly versatile and multi-product automated universal machine with 
5 axis CNC control, continuously drilling and filling for a higher output with no index time, 
thanks to the innovative machine design with independent motion carriages. It includes, quick 
and easy-to-load brush block conveyor shuttles, electronic trimming and flagging by means 
of servomotors and excellent accessibility for change-over and maintenance. The operator 
workspace is kept compact and ergonomic, with a well-thought-out layout, which adds to the 
overall efficiency and safety of the machine. MOON is the best multipurpose-modular brush 
manufacturing robotic machine, ever!  

 The best multipurpose-modular brush 
manufacturing robotic machine, ever 

 Universal brush block feeder by shuttle 
system. Possibility of easy implementation to 
add automatic block feeder.

 Electronic trimming stations 

 3-color fiber stock box

 Zero stand still time from drilling to filling and non-stop 
operations.

 New Oil bath “Flash” head with high-speed filling and no 
maintenance

 Extremely fast and easy change-over time

 Independent carriage movements optimizing every 
operation

 Ergonomic block loading for a variety of products
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BRUSH MODELS:

radial & upright fillingupright fillingradial filling toilet brushes dish brushes cylinder brushes
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The variety of carriages available allows for manufacturing 
many different types of brooms and brushes, not only for 

household brushes, but also others such as personal care 
brushes, flat and round hairbrushes, push brooms, cylinder 

brushes, etc.

BLD TOILET BRUSH

BLD DISH BRUSH

RADIAL BRIDGE
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Technical Data
MOON

Axes: 5

Filling tools: 2

Drills : 2

Stroke (mm): 100

Speed (tufts/minute): 1200

Maximum fiber length (mm): 320

Minimum fiber length (mm): 40

Maximum filling tool (mm): 7.5

Minimum filling tool (mm): 2.0

Power consumption (kW): 12

Air consumption (nL/min): 400

Weight (kg): 12000

Dimensions (mm): L - 6000

W - 5500

H - 2400




